
Dwelle has created a range of carefully designed micro-buildings that are highly sustainable, fast 
to erect and extremely adaptable. This award winning example of a "dwelle.ing" can achieve zero 
carbon status, potentially meet Passivhaus standards and if doubled-up (which can be done at a 
later date), will meet Lifetime Homes Standards.

This dwelle.ing is a showcase for the building system and its components. It is also acting as a 
Centre for Carbon Literacy with support from Eastlands Homes & Cooler CIC.

The building concept responds effortlessly to the occupants’ requirements, however varied. It can be personalised from the outset, 
but can easily change to meet individual tastes and preferences over time. The simplicity of the system will support different internal 
configurations and will allow it to be easily extended, either extruded along the length, or doubled-up. It can be a small one bedroom 
home, a family home, a holiday home, an office, a classroom, a gym, or even a church!  

eco-home demonstration project 
& centre for carbon literacy supported bydwelle.
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This particular structure was constructed in Manchester Central for Greenbuild EXPO in June 2011. 
It was then driven 3 miles down the road on a low-loader and craned onto this new site.

background 
This range of micro-buildings came about when we investigated an alternative solution to create small dwellings that could easily be 
adapted to suit a wide variety of uses, partly due to the high cost and limited options available in British housing. So we created a 
concept called “sheds for living”, which was later renamed “dwelle”.
It was paramount that the designs incorporated all of the same criteria that we had developed in our previous eco-projects. However, 
the key difference between the one-off bespoke projects and our “dwelle.ings”, is that we have the opportunity to continually develop 
and improve their design. Similar to car or product design we’ve created a building that we can produce on a large scale and intend 
to continually refine.
We built the prototype at the Grand Designs exhibition, which provided the perfect forum to listen to the response of visitors. We then 
made a number of changes to the basic design and specification.

Now complete, this building demonstrates how careful design and specification can provide a number of benefits in modern zero-
carbon living. It is also a Centre for Carbon Literacy; please see details below.

dwelle. 265 Wilmslow Road, Manchester, M14 5LN   telephone: 0161 225 4000   www.dwelle.co.uk

http://dwelle.co.uk
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a Centre for Carbon Literacy



what is Carbon Literacy?
This unique project is driven by the fact that it is imperative 
that we change the aspects of our collective behaviour 
that result in the generation of carbon dioxide and 
greenhouse gases. If we do not, then the scale of change 
demanded of us by the science in order to maintain a safe 
and healthy place to live, will simply not be achieved. The 
consequence of this failure will be catastrophic climate 
change.

Carbon literacy is the underpinning knowledge required 
to create this vital shift in how we live, work and study. 
The project is built on the principle that residents, 
workers and learners who are carbon literate will have an 
embedded and instinctive understanding of the carbon 
impacts of their activities, and be able to make informed 
choices about the most energy and resource efficient and 
lowest carbon options available to them.

Manchester: A Certain Future (MACF), the city’s climate 
change action plan, pledges the city to a 41% cut in CO2 
use by 2020 and the creation of a ‘low carbon culture’. 
The Manchester Carbon Literacy project is a direct result 
of this latter aim. It is working with the communities, 
workplaces and educational establishments of the city to 
demonstrate the vital relevance of carbon literacy in all of 
those places.

The objective of the project is to offer everyone who lives 
works or studies in Manchester a days worth of training 
in Carbon Literacy.

certification
One days participation will result in the award of a 
Carbon Literacy Certificate. Each certificate will be 
uniquely numbered and participant details will be held 
on a secure database by the co-ordinating organisation 
to allow later verification by employers or other external 
bodies.

times
The programme will vary from time to time but will typically 
take place on:

week days:  10am-3pm
evenings:  6pm-7.30pm
Saturdays:  2pm-6pm

prices
individual place:  £95 incl. lunch & certification
concessions: £60 incl. lunch & certification
group booking: £480 (6 places)
evening events: £15

location
Dwelle’s Centre for Carbon Literacy 
265 Wilmslow Road, Manchester, M14 5LN (map)

booking
Please visit http://dwelle.eventbrite.co.uk to book 
places.

further information
Please telephone 0161 225 4000 for any further details on 
the Centre for Carbon Literacy and training programme.

content
Workshops will vary over a wide range of themes and 
subject areas, all designed to improve carbon literacy. 
Themes include low energy and sustainable buildings; 
organic planting and growing; recycling; renewable 
energy; consumption; and sustainable transport.
There will be core content common to all and customised 
content appropriate to each audience. 

Workshops will ensure an understanding of the following 
key questions and how certain actions relevant to your 
environment can be applied:

1. What Greenhouse Gases are, and their relationship to 
weather and climate;

2. How climate here and elsewhere is likely to change, and 
how we know this;

3. How changes in the climate are likely to affect us in 
Manchester, in the UK and in other parts of the world;

4. How our actions impact on the amount of greenhouse 
gases produced and the impact that they have;

5. What we can do to reduce our impact and the benefits 
and disadvantages of taking action;

6. What we are already doing locally and nationally;

7. Where we can go to get help. What help is available to us 
in Greater Manchester; and

8. How we can motivate others to take action, including 
gaining the confidence to express our carbon literacy to 
others.

Please visit http://dwelle.eventbrite.co.uk for more details 
on the Centre and the various workshop options, and 
also www.manchestercarbonliteracy.com

We can also design bespoke workshops for groups. 
Please contact us to discuss.

supported by

https://maps.google.co.uk/maps?ie=UTF8&cid=9263717197815897553&q=dwelle&iwloc=A&gl=GB&hl=en
http://dwelle.eventbrite.co.uk
http://dwelle.eventbrite.co.uk
http://www.manchestercarbonliteracy.com
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Rainstream

Rainwater re-use solutions for home and garden
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Leben im Bad
Living bathrooms

High quality
Awarded design
Affordable pricesB
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Lie back and relax

ORIGINAL
BATHROOMS 
BY DURAVIT
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Intelligent Airtight vapour control membrane and
tapes and seals by pro clima have been used to create an airtight
seal, ensuring that the insulation functions to its optimum
performance, saving energy and drastically reducing carbon
emissions for the lifetime of the building.

roof membrane also by pro clima has been used
externally for windtightness.

T. 01938 500797
www.penycoed-warmcel.com

Intelligent
Airtight & Windtight Systems

T. 05600 758025
www.ecologicalbuildingsystems.com 

Products supplied to Dwelle by In association with pro clima stockist
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VENT-AXIA CONTACT NUMBERS
Free technica l, insta lla tion and sa les advice is ava ilable

Sales Centre:
Domestic & Commercial 

Sa les Tel: 0844 856 0590

Sa les Fax: 01293 565169

Tech Support Tel:  0844 856 0594

Tech Support Fax: 01293 539209

Industrial
Sa les Tel: 0844 856 0591

Sa les Fax: 01293 534898

Tech Support Tel:  0844 856 0595

Tech Support Fax: 01293 455197

Web: www.vent-axia .com

Email: info@vent-axia .com

Supply & Service
All sa les made by Vent-Axia Limited are made only upon the
terms of the Company's Conditions of Sa le, a copy of which
may be obta ined on request. As part of the policy of 
continuous product improvement Vent-Axia reserves the right
to a lter specifica tions w ithout notice.

By Appointment to H .M . The Q ueen
Suppliers of Unit Ventila tion Equipment

Vent-Axia , C rawley, West Sussex
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Our Range of Decorative and Functional Renders
Available in a range of beautiful colours and textures, giving exceptional performance and
durability. Our renders are highly breathable and elastic, with low water absorption and capillarity.

Mortars, Limes and Binders
Saint-Astier pure and natural lime is the core ingredient in many of our
products, produced since 1851; Saint-Astier limes are used from the Arctic
circle to the deserts of the Middle East, from conserving biblical monuments to
building futuristic eco-friendly housing. lime green products continue this
tradition and complement associated products from Saint-Astier.

Mono Saint-Astier

Thermocromex

Colour Chausable

Lime Green Stipple Coat

A pure lime Bonding coat for smooth
or impervious surfaces. Made with
Saint-Astier NHL suitable for hand or
machine spray application.

One coat “monocouche” render for
new build. For most backgrounds,
including lightweight aerated concrete
blocks, clay blocks and bricks. Very
high breathability and elasticity. For
application by machine.

One coat general purpose
“monocouche”  render for new
build, with good water resistance.
Suitable for application by hand or
by machine.

A renovation render with exceptional
elasticity and breathability. Part of a
multiple coat system based on
natural hydraulic lime. 

Our range of decorative 
products and coloured renders

Lime Green: the people to talk to 
about building materials that breathe

Our range of innovative building

and decorating products allow

your home to breathe and move.

They offer a healthier option for you, for

your family and for our planet without

compromise on decorative finish, choice

of colours, build quality or price. The

Lime Green range of paints, renders,

mortars and plasters features the best that

traditional techniques and materials can

offer, combined with environmentally-

friendly innovation.

Research and development underpins

the daily routine at Lime Green, we work

closely with all our suppliers, ensuring

our system of products continues to grow

and develop.

Our products are designed to work

well together, but also work well alongside

more traditional materials and finishes.

Our products are healthier for people

who live in and use buildings. Why live

or work in a chemical soup created from

the toxins released by today’s synthetic

materials and finishes?

Our products are better for the

planet: their manufacture, use and disposal

conserves rather than depletes resources.

Our products are better for your

home, reducing dust and condensation, and

allowing the building to breathe and move.

Our products offer quality and value.

Saint-Astier Prep-bond

Bonding coat suitable for covering
plastic, metal, emulsions,
plasterboard and many other
surfaces. Contains natural latex

Lime Green Natural Finish

A fine textured finishing plaster,
suitable for renovation projects or as
the final coat over Lime Green Duro
or Ultra. Based on Saint-Astier lime

Lime Green Duro Natural

A low density lime render, base coat
for rendering and plastering made
with Saint-Astier NHL. Lime green
Duro is suitable for both new build
and renovation projects. Can be hand
or spray machine applied.

Lime Green Ultra Natural

A lightweight lime base coat for
rendering and plastering made with
Saint-Astier NHL. Lime green Ultra is
significantly more thermally and
acoustically efficient than other renders.
Can be hand or spray machine applied.

Intercromex

Cement / lime base coat and stipple
coat for new build surfaces including
Expanded Metal Lath (EML). 
Suitable for application by hand 
or machine.

Lime PuttySaint-Astier NHL2

Saint-Astier NHL3.5

A soft Naturally Hydraulic Lime for
plastering, rendering and building from
the worlds leading producer of natural
building limes for conservation.

A soft air setting lime, ideal for
making limewash, plasters and
mortars in very sheltered areas and
inside. Also available as a premixed
mortar.

A medium strength pure and natural
lime, for situations requiring greater
strength and durability

Lime Green Natural Mortar

The first choice for conservation, restoration and new build, our mortars have been developed
to allow ease of use. Variants and packaging options include mixes suitable for pointing gun
application or in use our mini silo system, which is the ideal choice for larger projects offering
a flexible convenient way of storing and mixing mortar.

Hourdex

A cement / hydraulic lime blend, with
optimal elasticity and low embodied
energy. Ideal for bedding concrete
blocks which will be rendered.

Saint-Astier NHL5

A strong pure and natural lime, for
situations requiring the greatest
strength and durability

Eco Mortar

Two coat render system for
conservation of old houses.Completely
free from cement, gypsum, acrylic or
other  additives. Exceptionally
breathable and very good elasticity.

lime|green

Tradiblanc

A hydraulic lime with added white
cement. A superior and economic
alternative to white cement for new
build. Tradiblanc is especial formulated
for high workability, good breathability
and low water absorption. 

lime|green
Contact Us
Lime Green Products Ltd, Coates Kiln, Stretton Road, Much Wenlock TF13 6DG
Tel: 01952 728611 Fax: 01952 728361 Email: sales@lime-green.co.uk 

www.lime-green.co.uk
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Futurepanel
Carbon Neutral Plasterboard

thank you to our supporters:


